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ebruary 22, 2006 – Rooker Feldman, the legal personality, died yesterday at his home in Washington,
D.C.1 He was 83.
Feldman was born in Washington on
February 19, 1923.2 Even his friends knew
little about his family or early life. He lived
as a recluse until he was sixty, visiting a
courthouse or a law review office on rare
occasions.3
In 1980 someone suggested finding
him,4 and three years later the search
for Rooker Feldman ended. He stepped
out of obscurity and visited the Supreme
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Court of the United States for the second
time in his life.5 And he liked fame. He
liked it so much that he thought fifteen
minutes was hardly enough. He made
himself into a minor celebrity, taking a
hyphenated stage name and even making
a tour of courthouses around the country
(“How to Dismantle a Preclusion Bomb”).
Chicago audiences loved him,6 but at
home he had few fans.7 On tour Feldman did not always look well, and rumors
spread about his poor health.8 In 1999 a
law professor at Duke University threatened to kill him.9
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S a m u e l B ra y
Despite his best efforts, and with a little
too much help from friends in high places,
Mr. Feldman’s strength waned. In 2002 he
took ill;10 he seemed to recover, but in March
2005 he fell ill again and suffered for eleven
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months from spinal, aortic, and pulmonic
stenosis.11 It is hoped that he leaves no survivors. Funeral services will be held in the
National Cathedral on Friday, February 24,
2006, at 2:00 p.m.
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